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Abstract
Due to the occurrence of secondary disasters in disaster relief, a swarm-based dynamic disaster evacuation simulation model is 
established to settle the practical difficulties of reducing efficiency in evacuation. And much better simulation results have been 
achieved than static plans or disorganized autonomous escape scheme. Simulation results show that "to changing the status quo"
dynamic evacuation plan is much better than "maintaining the status quo," the static and self-evacuation plan or autonomous 
escape behavior for emergency evacuation, especially those with secondary disasters. 
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1. Introduction
Recently, research on the process of people’s evacuation under disasters has become the main focus in 
emergency management [1,2]. However, the secondary disaster caused by protogenetic disaster hasn’t got 
comprehensive attention either in rushing to deal with the emergency or providing disaster relief or in theory 
research. In fact, it will usually induce a new serial of secondary disasters during the protogenetic disaster’s
occurrence. Sometimes damages of secondary disaster is more than protogenetic disaster, especially if people only 
pay attention to the protogenetic disaster instead of secondary disaster during the evacuation, which will lead to 
decline the efficiency dramatically, and even induce more hurt and death. For example, if we cannot change the
evacuation plan, in other words, we continue to evacuate people to the “broken” exit. In this case, we not only 
cannot evacuate people from “broken” exit, but also may induce more death and hurt due to choosing the wrong 
path. 
As we know, the rescue is impossible to predict in advanced in reality. However, computer simulation can take 
the obligation –“the result of rescue can be surely predicted in advanced”. It can simulate the process of real 
evacuation, that is to say, to simulate the scenes appear over and over again such as disaster, rescue, disperse, then, 
it’ll optimize the evacuation plan.
The simulation models of the evacuation have two kinds, one uses macroscopical method, the other uses 
microcosmic method[3]. The microcosmic model can set different parameters and regulations which can emulate the 
process of the person evacuation more clearly in reality.
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The goal of this paper is to establish a swarm-based dynamic evacuation simulation model under the background 
of secondary disasters based on the existing theory of person evacuation and the method of modeling. This model 
comes up with the plan of evacuation by changing the evacuation command dynamically, in other words, to adjust 
the scheme dynamically according to the secondary disaster, meanwhile, the dynamical scheme will carry out 
microcosmic simulation based on swam, and observe the advantages of the dynamical scheme.
2. Overview of the Swarm-based simulation model
Swarm is a simulated platform for complicated modeling system, which is invented by the Santa Fe Institute.
Because the swarm does not have the restriction between the mode and the element of mode in the process of 
exchanging, so this kind of swarm can emulate any physical system and social system. From 1999, it provided
support of java and was more available in smart body. Our work applies in three layers of swarm: Agent, 
ModeSwarm and ObserverSwarm. In addition to this, our work also uses the detector, timing sequence, action 
selector provided by the Swam. For example, we make use of detector to change the experimental data according to 
the experimental scheme.
3. Preparation of establishing the model of dynamical person evacuation
3.1. Description of the whole simulation environment
The simulation environment makes the evacuation arena into the virtual 2-D space of 160*120. In terms of that,
every coordinate is entitled to the below value of property: wall, obstacle, the exit of evacuation, waited-evacuated 
person, and NULL. Every coordinate can be entitled to one property during every period and cannot have two or 
more property simultaneously. In addition to this, all the waited-evacuated person, obstacle and disaster should be 
simulated in this area.
3.2. Agent’s regulation, strategy and behavior
Same with other researches, our work also cast the waited-evacuated person light onto the agent, so the feature of 
the waited-evacuated reflects into the state property and regulation of agent.
x Agent description
An agent include below property˖
xPos˖    x coordinate at t moment
yPos˖                  y coordinate at t moment
Barrier _act                  records whether random obstacle exists introduced by secondary disasters
Indicator_act                  records whether the dispersed indicator has change 
sight_length   field of view
study_length   scope of learning
Act_State   individual behavior
agentColor˖                marks color of the behavior
x Learning strategy of agent
During simulation process, we should considerably take the lead function of evacuation process, evacuation 
passageway obstacle, person obstacle into consideration, which will exert the effect on the people during the process 
of the evacuation. The learning behavior of between the two agents is that when an agent feels the evacuation 
passageway obstacle, and then the escape exit will notice the agent within the scope of horizon. So the agents will 
add their own experienced value through interaction. In such way we can achieve the adaptability between the 
agents. 
Simulation environment totally considered the function of evacuation indicator during the process of evacuation,
secondary damages and the congestion of waited-evacuated people. When an agent feels that case’s happening, it’ll 
notice the other agent within the horizon in order to imitate evacuation process and consider the relative proportion 
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of evacuation place. Here, we set the agent of scope of horizon into 6. For the information exchange between the 
agents, we use the flooding algorithm, which will make the agent transfer the message more quickly. Every agent 
must study in every timing sequence, such procedure make the agent try it’s best to get the latest information.
The reference [4] divided waited-evacuated people into three style. Firstly, people are familiar with the 
environment that they live in, so they can choose the best path to escape by instinct after disaster, that’s to say, the 
shortest path. The second kind of people are not so familiar with the environment that they live in, so they choose 
the entrance to escape after disaster, that’s to say, the exit and the entrance are the unanimous behavior. The third 
kind of people are also not familiar with the environment that they live in, so they are likely to go to the place that 
more people rush into after disaster due to the panic factor, such method is about to find out the escape path , called 
it herd behavior.
According to the three types of people, the reference [4] offers the definite methods of calculation:
Behavior of the shortest path:
Agent's behavior to take the shortest path around the coordinates of the probability of appeal is:
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The formula dis(i,j)P indicates the attractive probability of grid N(i,j). Here, a(i,j) is the adjustment coefficient of 
attractive probability P(i,j ) determined by the grid property. D(i,j) is the grid N(i,j) along the shortest path distance 
to the nearest exit, max (D(ij)) and min (D(ij)), respectively represent all of the grid along the shortest path to reach 
the nearest exit the distance of the maximum and minimum values respectively.
Uniform behavior of entrance and exit:
When agent takes the uniform behavior, the attractive probability of grid is almost same with the calculation 
mentioned above. Only when computing the distance D(i,j) between grid N(i,j) and evacuation exit, the evacuation  
exit was specified as the Agent entry location.
Herd behavior:
The basic regulation of waited-evacuated Agent behavior:
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Ndir(k) is the number of people moving in any direction k within the view of Agent. Range of agent view is a
limited area centered at its coordinate. Denominator is the total number of moving people in eight directions within 
the area. The formula indicates that if there are more people in one direction, the greater attractiveness will exist in 
that direction. 
Basic rules of waited-evacuated agent behavior are as follows. Agents choose one of the biggest attraction 
probability grid coordinates as the destination coordinates at moment (K+1) according to their own state at moment 
K and the coordinates of the neighbour’s other properties. Agent's behavior determines the choice of evacuation 
routes for people’s evacuation, that is, in a different mode of behavior, Agent will select a different destination 
coordinates.
In addition, the references [5,6] give the calculation methods of crowd density or flow density. All above
methods are guiding our works.
Like other evacuation models, this paper also give the assumption for the process of evacuation such as
emergency exit, evacuation routes with no obstructions before disaster, door of emergency exit open outward,
waited-evacuated people remained sober, no unexpected situation before reaching the exit, prohibiting all people 
entering after disaster, waited-evacuated people not increasing in the model.
4. Dynamic evacuation simulation model under the background of secondary disasters
4.1. Dynamic allocation methods of the optimal evacuation route in dynamic evacuation plan 
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The evacuation environment is shown in figure (1) shows. This virtual 2-D space is divided into nine room area 
and four evacuation passageways. Here, number 1-9 represents for room, a-d represents for the evacuation 
passageway.
Fig. 1 schematic diagram of the evacuation environment
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The symbols in the formula are described as follows.
T: time period (T will change due to secondary disasters occurrence)
N: total number of waited-evacuated people in this area
P: evacuation rate, or the total number of waited-evacuated people per period
L: the average distance of all agents reaching the exit in the virtual 2-D space
x, y: coordinate of exit in the virtual  2-D space
xi, yi: an agent’s coordinate in this 2-D area
According to formula (7), we can calculate the time of evacuation of all waited-evacuated people required in each 
area when the secondary disasters occur. In the process of evacuation simulation, T will be re-calculated in every 
fixed time interval (10 operation cycles). Because when secondary disaster occurs, the value of T will change. By
comparing the value of T between adjacent areas, the bigger the value of T is, the more evacuation cost in the area 
needs (because secondary disasters occur). In this case, evacuees will be deployed dynamically from an area with a 
higher value of T to another with a lower value of T by dynamic evacuation plan. This not only avoids the secondary 
disasters, but also makes evacuation operations implemented according to the optimal evacuation plan within a 
certain time period.
4.2. Programming implementation of Simulation model
x Initialization
Agent is evacuated when the program started running.
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Every agent is given one of the three basic behaviors randomly, and it will escape from danger area according to 
the behavior. 
Number of evacuation exits is 4.
Number of waited-evacuated people is less than 1000 (be randomly assigned).
Wall is surrounding the virtual 2-D space periphery.
x Programming implementation framework based on swarm platform
Agent Layer: agent, an individual in the evacuation circumstance; xpos and ypos are the locations of the current 
individual in the current environment; sight_length, the range of view for each agent, which is used to discover the 
change of evacuation instruction. Each of specific behaviors of individual is completed in this layer.
ModelSwarm Layer: It is used to encapsulate subject behavior and execution sequence organically. There are 3 
steps in encapsulation procedure. First, builds main objects (completed through buildObjects function); Second, 
builds behaviors of main objects (completed through buildAction function); the last, activate behaviors of main 
objects. We need to build objects such as subjects in evacuation space and obstacles one by one when main objects 
are built. As object space subject include many Agents, we construct an agent list container to complete 
encapsulation for many objects. The program encapsulates subject’s functions, which needs constructing an action 
set-modelActions to encapsulate behaviors, encapsulating every subject’s main interactive behaviors into 
modelActions by calling createActionTomessage() function and completing the arrangement of different subjects’
behaviors’ orders, building a relationship main object – modelSchedule which dispatches behaviors.
ObserverSwarm Layer: The procedure of ObserverSwarm encapsulation is similar to modelSwarm’s. This layer 
controls system’s whole running through probe and control panel.
x Implementation of dynamic change to evacuation instruction
Dynamic evacuation instruction of this simulation model is completed in ModelSwarm layer. And there will be a 
static evacuation instruction at programming initialization stage. During evacuation, evacuation instruction will be 
changed according to occurrence of secondary disasters (the value of T changed). The instruction can choose the 
best route according to current situation, making waited-evacuated people survived as far as possible. Agent will get 
a new instruction through traverse evacuation instruction which is in the range of view, and then it will give up 
original escape plan and utilize the new evacuation instruction information to escape from danger.
Apparently, evacuation instruction is an abstract concept. In the specific implementation of programming, we use 
“indicator” to make abstract evacuation instruction clear. During dynamic evacuation, the direction of dynamic 
adjustment indicator represents dynamic change of evacuation instruction. We divide the whole 2D evacuation place 
into four parts according to coordinate system. Four indicator lamps are placed in every part to lead the evacuation 
of staff. The simulation model will re-calculate the value of T in each area every 10 system operation cycles, and 
adjust the direction of instructor lamp dynamically.
5. Results and analysis of the simulation 
Simulation results (dynamic evacuation program, static evacuation program) are shown in Figures 2.
Fig 2:the initial status of the simulation model(left); Static evacuation plan’s the 40th running cycle˄middle˅; Dynamic evacuation plan’s the 
40th running cycle˄right˅
In Figure 2, gray grid and rectangle represents the wall, and purple grid represents obstacles generated when 
secondary disaster occurred, yellow grid represents evacuation indicator lamps (exist when evacuation program is 
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available, not exist when there is no evacuation program or for independent escape). Waited-evacuated people is 
represented in red, green and blue, where red represents people who are looking for the nearest exit, green represents 
people who are looking for the exit he/she came in, blue represents people who tend to conform others.
Comparing the status of dynamic evacuation plan with static evacuation plan’s the 40th running cycle, we can 
find dynamic evacuation changed original evacuation instruction reasonably, and lead waited-evacuated people to 
other places where secondary disaster did not occur or there is not congestion without the secondary disaster. By this 
way, more waited-evacuated people succeed reaching safe area.
Table1. Correlation table of evacuation success rate and average evacuation efficiency
method waited-evacuated 
people
successful 
evacuee
Evacuation success rate
˄%˅
Average evacuation 
efficiency
dynamic evacuation plan 604 495 82.0% 3.42
static evacuation plan 604 372 61.6% 3.15
autonomous escape 604 351 58.1% 2.58
Data in the table 1 is the average of simulation results for 5 times, and the average evacuation efficiency refers to 
the number of successful evacuee during unit running cycle.
By analyzing simulation results, we can find if the original disaster leads to secondary disaster during disaster 
relief, dynamic evacuation plan’s successful rate is much higher than predetermined and unchangeable static 
evacuation plan and autonomous escape behavior. Comparing the three programs’ average evacuation efficiency per 
unit cycle, the efficiency of autonomous escape is much lower than the former two programs under the same 
conditions. It shows that people’s autonomous escape behavior is blindness when there comes to a sudden disaster. 
Therefore, it is necessary to do a good preparation of emergency plan aiming to face public safety events such as 
sudden disasters. But, when we compare the dynamic evacuation plan with static one again, success rate of static 
evacuation plan is much lower than dynamic one because of the solidification of static evacuation program, and less 
of consideration to secondary disasters which may occur, and even almost the same with autonomous escape, when 
secondary disaster occurs.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a swarm-based dynamic disaster evacuation simulation model is proposed to get better simulation 
results than static plan or autonomous escape. We can get the following conclusion according to the simulation 
results. For emergency evacuation, we must design a set of “changing the status quo” dynamic evacuation plan, 
rather than sticking to the static evacuation plan of “maintaining the status quo”, or putting the hope on the 
autonomous escape, especially those with secondary disaster.
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